


E RIDE 26 SPORT | PRODUCT FEATURES

The E Ride 26 Sport takes the highly regarded Minuteman SPORT (Scrub, Polish or Remove Two Topcoats) technology to a whole 
new productivity and performance level. The rider platform will only enhance the overall productivity while the upgraded SPORT 
technology with its three levels of operation will deliver the desired results of all levels of floor preparation demanded by 
cleaning professionals. It’s dual side entry, 180 degree view, and 360 degree turning radius on its own axis provides any operator 
the comfort and maneuverability to complete even the larger complex jobs in a fraction of the time. Scrubbing performance is 
matched with exceptional water pick-up with its low-profile, stainless steel, urethane blade assembly. Aqua Stop and Aqua Saver 
technology is also available as yet another productivity and cleaning enhancement feature.

ABOUT US
The Minuteman International group of companies is a desired Brand of commercial, industrial, and chemical cleaning products.
Our product offering provides the most up to date and innovative technology to suit your cleaning needs. Minuteman International 
produces a vast product line ranging from carpet extractors, warehouse sweepers, to graffiti remover. Contact us today and speak
with an experienced Minuteman representative about surveying your facility for a free product demonstration. 

Minuteman is a division of three companies manufacturing a full line of maintenance products, including Powerboss industrial and 
commercial sweepers and scrubbers and Multi‐Clean Chemicals for industrial, commercial and institutional facilities.
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EQUIPED WITH AQUA-STOP

TOOL FREE SQUEEGEE REMOVAL

VARIABLE SOLUTION FLOW RATE

VARIABLE AND PROGRAMMABLE
SCRUBBING SPEEDS

GREEN FEATURES

1.800.323.9420
minutemanintl.com

Cleaning Width

Working Speed 0-4 MPH

26”

Drive Motor Power 3/4 hp

Vacuum Power 1 hp

Vacuum Waterlift 70”

Brush Type Disc

Recovery Capacity 27 gallon

Solution Capacity 27 gallon

Wheel Diameter (Back) (2) 12” 

Brush Motor(s) Power

Brush RPM

1.25 hp

300 RPM

Wheel Diameter (Front) (2) 10” 
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